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Abstract
We have previously formulated a program for deducing the intervals of oscillations in
the solutions of ordinary second-order linear homogeneous differential equations. In
this work, we demonstrate how the oscillation-detection program can be carried out
for the radial Schrödinger equation when a Coulomb potential is used to describe the
hydrogen atom. The method predicts that the oscillation intervals are finite in radius
and their sizes are determined uniquely by the two quantum numbers n and �.
Numerical integrations using physical boundary conditions at the origin confirm this
oscillatory behavior of the radial Coulomb wavefunctions. Two related differential
equations due to Kummer and Whittaker and other attractive electrostatic potentials
are also discussed in the same context.
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1 Introduction
All ordinary second-order linear homogeneous differential equations can be written in
the general form

y′′ + b(x)y′ + c(x)y = , ()

and this equation can be transformed to the canonical form

u′′ + q(x)u = , ()

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the independent variable x, q =
–(b + b′ – c)/, and y(x) = u(x) exp(– 


∫

b(x) dx) (see, e.g., Section . in [] and Sec-
tion XI. in []). The canonical form () condenses the coefficients of equation () into a
single coefficient q(x) and ‘oscillation theory’ focuses mainly on q(x) in order to deduce
the oscillatory properties of the solutions of equation () (see the reviews in [, ] and
references therein). In a previous paper ([], hereafter CGK), we also studied the q(x) of
equation () in order to find out what information it may reveal about the solutions of
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equation (). First, we formulated a new definition of oscillation as the appearance of suc-
cessive critical points of the same kind (maxima, or minima, or inflection points) in the
graph of a solution. Then we described a program for deducing the precise intervals of os-
cillations in the solutions of the general form (), and we presented a variety of examples
in which this procedure was successful in predicting oscillatory behavior solely from an
examination of the coefficient q(x) of equation ().

Some of the differential equations that were investigated by CGK were transformed to
the harmonic-oscillator form with constant coefficients in the first step of the program,
and their oscillatory properties were then derived easily from the discriminant of their
characteristic quadratic equations. The rest of the equations were transformed to a form
with constant damping (a constant coefficient of the first-derivative term), a quantity that
clearly opposes any oscillatory tendencies in the solutions. In this second step of the pro-
gram, a generalized Euler transformation of the independent variable x was used:

x = c + c exp(kt), ()

where c, c, and k are arbitrary constants, and a criterion for the intervals of oscillations
in the solutions was established:

q(x) >


(x – c) . ()

Only the constant c appears in the criterion and corresponds to a ‘horizontal shift’ of the
independent variable x in equation (). For equations with singularities at the origin, c can
be set to zero, and then criterion () takes the form

q(x) >


x . ()

In this case, we can also choose c =  and k =  in equation (), and then the change of the
independent variable x takes the form of the classical Euler transformation

x = exp(t), ()

for which the investigation of the interval t ∈ (–∞, +∞) in the transformed equation cor-
responds to searching for oscillatory solutions in the interval x ∈ (, +∞) of the original
equation ().

In the present work, we extend our investigation to the study of oscillatory properties of
the radial Schrödinger equation that is of interest to the field of quantum mechanics (see,
e.g., Chapter  in [] and Section  in []). In Section , we adopt a classical Coulomb
potential of the form V (x) ∝ –/x that describes the hydrogen atom (as in Section  of
[]), and we transform the radial Schrödinger equation into the canonical form (). Then
we use the formulation expressed by equations () and () to analyze the properties of
the resulting coefficient q(x) in the interval x ∈ (, +∞). The same q(x) appears also in
the canonical forms of Kummer’s equation [, ] and Whittaker’s equation [, ]. These
closely related equations are discussed in Section .. In Section , we carry out numeri-
cal integrations of the original equation () under physical boundary conditions at x =  in
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order to test the predictions of the analytical formulation. Finally, in Section , we summa-
rize our results and discuss their relevance to various two-particle quantum mechanical
models.

2 Radial Schrödinger equation with Coulomb potential
The radial Schrödinger equation [, ] can be written in normalized units as

y′′ +

x

y′ –
[

nV (x) +
�(� + )

x +



]

y = , ()

where the integers n ≥  and  ≤ � ≤ n –  are the principal and secondary quantum num-
bers, respectively, V (x) is the normalized potential, and x ≥  is a scaled radial coordinate
of the radial wavefunction y(x). The canonical form () of equation () has u(x) = xy(x),
and its q(x) is identical to the coefficient of y because the coefficient of y′ is precisely equal
to /x (this property was discussed in detail by CGK in their Section .):

q(x) = –
[

nV (x) +
�(� + )

x +



]

. ()

2.1 The hydrogen atom
For the normalized potential V (x), we use the classical spherically symmetric Coulomb
form:

V (x) = –

x

, ()

in which case equation () becomes

q(x) =
n
x

–
�(� + )

x –



. ()

Since n is assumed to be a positive integer, only bound states of the electron in the hy-
drogen atom are examined, and their negative energy levels En = –(.eV)/n are fully
determined by the chosen values of n.

Equation () has a regular singular point at x = , in which case the criterion for oscil-
latory solutions is described by inequality (). Substituting now equation () into equa-
tion (), we find that the interval over which the wavefunctions of equation () may oscil-
late is given by the solution of the algebraic inequality

x – nx + (� + ) <  �⇒ x ∈ (x–, x+), ()

where

x± = n ±
√

n – (� + ). ()

It is easy to show that x± >  for n ≥  and  ≤ � ≤ n – . Therefore, oscillations appear
only in a finite radial interval in each case in which n and � are chosen. There are however
two limiting cases in which a complete oscillation (i.e., a full ‘cycle’) does not develop in
such an interval:
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(a) We know from the results obtained by CGK that some low-order solutions of
equation () are nonoscillatory and that the lowest-order solutions that may exhibit
at least two critical points of the same kind (maxima, or minima, or inflection
points) for certain choices of boundary conditions have n = .

(b) For the two largest values of the secondary quantum number, � = n –  and
�max = n – , the wavefunctions have only one node and no node, respectively, in the
intervals determined by equation (). Therefore, although the solutions are
distinctly nonmonotonic in these intervals, they do not develop two critical points
of the same kind, and they are then nonoscillatory according to the definition given
in Section .

These limiting cases are discussed further in Section .

2.2 Related equations and degeneracy of the canonical form
It is important to note that the above criterion for oscillations is unique and robust. The
exact same inequality as in equation () is also derived from alternative forms of the radial
Schrödinger equation. We mention here two such characteristic cases. In the first case
(Section  in []), the differential equation for the hydrogen atom is written in Kummer’s
form [] of the confluent hypergeometric equation:

y′′ +
(

� + 
x

– 
)

y′ +
n – � – 

x
y =  (x > ). ()

The structure of this equation is different than that of equation (), but the coefficient q(x)
of its canonical form is the same as equation (). Therefore, when condition () is applied
to q(x), the criterion for oscillations in the wavefunctions of equation () turns out to be
the same as that derived for the wavefunctions of equation ().

In the second case (Section . in []), we consider Whittaker’s differential equation

y′′ + y′ +
(

k
x

+

 – m

x

)

y =  (x > ), ()

where k and m are constants. The canonical form () of this equation has a coefficient q(x)
that takes the form of equation () with n = k and � = m – /. Therefore, when condition
() is applied to q(x), the criterion for oscillations in the negative-energy (k > ; [, ])
solutions of Whittaker’s equation () turns out to have the same form as that derived
before for the wavefunctions of equation ().

Equation () has a constant coefficient in its y′ term, so a constant damping is folded
into the canonical form (). This is not the case for equations () and (), whose trans-
formations lead to the same canonical form. The fact that q(x) takes the same form in
these three cases implies that differential equations of the form () with markedly differ-
ent structures in their coefficients can be cast to the same canonical form with virtually
identical q(x) coefficients by transformations of the dependent variable y. This is a kind of
degeneracy in the canonical transformation of the general form (). Because of this degen-
eracy, when we seek the oscillation intervals of a given differential equation in the form
of equation () or equation (), we are obliged to undertake the steps of the program de-
scribed in CGK, irrespective of the symmetries that the given equation may exhibit (e.g.,
constant damping or being already in canonical form). In particular, the transformation of
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the independent variable x described in Section . of CGK must be carried out before a
criterion for oscillatory solutions can be established. This is because the transformation of
x is not degenerate: two canonical equations of the form () with different coefficients q(x)
do not produce the same final canonical form with coefficient q̂(x) = k[(x – c)q(x) – /],
where k and c are arbitrary constants (see equations [] and [] in CGK).

3 Numerical solutions
Figures  and  show two numerical solutions of equation () for n = , � =  and n =
, � = , respectively, and with physical boundary conditions y() =  and y′() = . In
both cases, the solutions are oscillatory according to our definition since they exhibit two
extrema of the same kind.

Figure  is analogous to Figure , except that � = n –  =  is closer to the maximum value
of �max = . Although it is distinctly nonmonotonic in the interval specified by equation
(), this solution is nonoscillatory (two extrema of the same kind do not appear) precisely
because � = n –  (see below).

Additional numerical integrations of equation () confirm that (a) for values of n ≥  and
� ≤ n – , the solutions exhibit increasingly more oscillations with increasing n for a fixed
value of �; and (b) for a fixed value of n, such oscillations become fewer with increasing �

and eventually disappear for � = n –  and for �max = n – .
The disappearance of oscillations for n ≤  and for � ≥ n –  can be understood in terms

of the number of nodes N that the radial wavefunctions develop as a function of n and �:

N = n – � – , ()

This number is also called the ‘radial quantum number’ (Section  in []) and the bound-
ary node at x =  is not included. We distinguish the following four limiting cases:

(a) For n = , then � = , and the wavefunction is nodeless.

Figure 1 The numerical solution of equation (7) with n = 5, � = 2, and boundary conditions y(0) = 0
and y′(0) = 1. The solution oscillates in x ∈ (1.34, 18.66), as predicted by equation (12).
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Figure 2 The numerical solution of equation (7) with n = 10, � = 7, and boundary conditions y(0) = 0
and y′(0) = 1. The solution oscillates in x ∈ (6.77, 33.23), as predicted by equation (12).

Figure 3 The numerical solution of equation (7) with n = 10, � = 8, and boundary conditions y(0) = 0
and y′(0) = 1. Despite its nonmonotonic behavior in the interval x ∈ (9.46, 30.54) specified by equation (12),
this solution is nonoscillatory (two critical points of the same kind do not appear) because the value of � is
too close to the maximum value of �max = 9.

(b) For n = , then � =  or , and the wavefunctions have one node and no node,
respectively.

(c) For � = n – , then N = , and these wavefunctions have one node.
(d) For �max = n – , then N = , and these wavefunctions are all nodeless.

In the cases with no node, the wavefunctions exhibit just one pronounced extremum, and
they are clearly nonoscillatory. Furthermore, in the cases with N = , the wavefunctions
exhibit a maximum and a minimum, but these extrema are not of the same kind; thus,
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these solutions are also nonoscillatory according to the definition given in Section . In
all other cases with N ≥ , the wavefunctions exhibit two or more nodes, which, for the
chosen boundary conditions, guarantee the appearance of two or more extrema of the
same kind and thus oscillatory radial profiles.

4 Summary and discussion
4.1 Summary
In Section , we have presented an analysis of the oscillatory properties of the solutions
of the radial Schrödinger equation () with a Coulomb potential of the form () that de-
scribes the hydrogen atom [, ]. This equation has a regular singular point at x = , and its
canonical form has the same structure and properties as the canonical forms of the closely
related Kummer [, ] and Whittaker [, ] equations (Section .). Our analysis of these
equations makes use of a program that was described in [] by CGK for investigating the
x-intervals in which the solutions exhibit an oscillatory character.

The main result of our investigation is that the radial Schrödinger wavefunctions of the
classical Coulomb potential show oscillations only in a finite interval the extent of which
is determined analytically and given by equation () in terms of the two quantum num-
bers n and �. This result could not have been obtained by classical oscillation theory [–]
because the Coulomb wavefunctions do not exhibit infinitely many nodes. Numerical in-
tegrations of equation () using physical boundary conditions (y() =  and y′() = ) are
described in Section , and they confirm the predicted oscillatory intervals in the wave-
functions for various choices of n ≥  and � ≤ n –  (two examples are shown in Figures 
and ).

On the other hand, there exist solutions in which one complete oscillation (a full ‘cycle’)
does not develop in the intervals specified by equation (). Even in such cases, however,
the wavefunctions are distinctly nonmonotonic in the predicted intervals. Complete os-
cillations do not occur for low-order solutions (n ≤ ) and for values of � ≥ n –  (a related
example with n =  and � =  is shown in Figure ). The wavefunctions in these cases
exhibit at most one node in x ∈ (, +∞), which is not enough for two extrema of the same
kind to develop (see Section  for details).

4.2 Discussion
In quantum mechanics, the radial Schrödinger equation () is often studied for a variety
of potentials other than the classical Coulomb potential. These include the Kratzer and
Morse diatomic potentials [], the two-particle Yukawa [] and Hellmann [] potentials,
the cutoff Coulomb potential [], and various power-law attractive potentials []. In all
of these cases, the coefficient q(x) of the canonical Schrödinger form is given by equation
(), where V (x) is the particular type of the adopted potential, and the criterion for the
appearance of oscillations in the wavefunctions is given by equation ().

Combining equations () and (), we find a general condition for oscillatory intervals in
the solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation () for any of the potentials V (x) previ-
ously mentioned:

V (x) < V ∗
n�(x) ≡ –


n

[

 +
(� + )

x

]

, ()

where the integers n ≥  and  ≤ � ≤ n –  are the first two quantum numbers. Therefore,
the adopted potential will exhibit oscillatory wavefunctions (or, at the very least, a distinct
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nonmonotonic behavior) only in the intervals in which it is more negative than the critical
potential V ∗

n�(x). Specifically, in the ground state with n =  and � = , the critical potential
takes the simple form

V ∗
(x) = –




(

 +

x

)

, ()

but the n =  wavefunction is nodeless and thus nonoscillatory (see Section ). The lowest-
order state that is expected to exhibit an oscillatory profile is the second excited state with
n =  and � =  whose wavefunction develops two radial nodes (equation ()). For this
state, the critical potential is 

 V ∗
(x), that is, less negative by a factor of  than the critical

potential of the ground state.
On the other end of the spectrum, the wavefunctions of highly excited states with large

values of n and low-to-moderate values of � will certainly exhibit oscillations since, for
n �  and �  √

n, the condition for oscillations () reduces asymptotically to V (x) < ,
which is automatically satisfied for attractive electrostatic potentials. In the same case,
however, the wavefunctions are expected to become nonoscillatory for � ≥ n –  because
for the two largest values of �, the solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation () are not
expected to have enough radial nodes (see equation () in Section ).
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